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p - adic families of motives, Galois representations and L - functions.

A.A.Panchishkin (Moscow State University)

Hida [Hi2] has constructed interesting families of Galois representations of the type

which are non ramified outside p. These representations have the following property: if
we eonsider the homomorphisms

then we obtain a family of Galois representations

whieh is parametrized by k E Z, and for k = 2,3,' .. ,these representations are equivalent
over Qp to the p - representations of Deligne, attached to modular forms of weight k.
This means that the representations of Hida are obtained by the p - adic interpolation
of Delign's representations. A geometrie interpretation of Hida's representations was
given by Mazur and Wiles [Maz-W3]. For example, for the modular form Ö. of weight
12 Hida has construeted a representation

as an example of his general theory, where the prime number p have the property
r(p) ~ (modp) (e.g. p < 2041, P f:. 2,3,5 and 7).

Also, Hida has generalized his construction to the case of Hilbert modular forms.
In this paper we would like to describe a conjeetural generalization of his construc

tion to arbitrary motives, and to formulate a certain conjeeture. The important case,
in which this conjecture can be verified, corresponds to Heeke charaeters of CM-type.
We describe certain p - adic families, which are in general bigger than those obtained
by the cyclotomic twist. We stress the fact that the corresponding p - adie L - functions
depend analytieally on the parameter of these p - adic Galois representations.

Summary.

§1. Motives and L - functions over a totally real Held.

§2. The group of Hida and the algebra of Iwasawa - Hida.

§3. A conjecture on the existence of p - adic families of Galois representations
attached to motives.

§4. A generalization of the Hasse invariant of a nlotive.

§5. A conjecture on the existence of certain families of p - adic L - fUllctions.

§6. Examples.

Throught the paper we fix embeddings

i oo : Q -+ C, i p : Q -+ C p
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and we shall often regard algebraic n':,.mbers (via these embeddings) as both complex

and p - aclic numbers, where C p = Qp is the Tate field (the completion of a fixed

algebraic closure Qp of Qp), which is endowed with a unique norm I . Ip such that
I p Ip= p-l.

1. Motives and L ... functions over a totally real Held.

Let F be a totally real number field of degree n = [F : Q] and T is in another
number field T which will be supposed a subfield of C. By a motive M over F of with
coefficients in T we shall mean a collection of the following objects:

where a runs over the set JF of all complex embeddings of F,
M u is the Betti realization of M (with respect to the embedding a E JF) which

is a vector space over T of dimension d endowed for real a E JF with a T - rational
involution Pu ;

M DR is the de Rham realization of M, a free T @ F - module of rank d, endowed
with a decreasing filtration {FbR(M) C MDR I i E Z} of T @ F - modules (which may
not be free in some cases when F -=I Q)j

M>. is the ,.\ - aclic realization of M at a finite place ,.\ of the coefficient field T (a
T>. - vector space of degree d over T>., a completion of T at "') which is a Galois module
over GF = Gal(F / F) so that we a have a compatible system of ,.\ - adic representations
denoted by

Also,

100 ,u : M u @T C -+ M DR ®u(F).T C

is the complex comparison isomorhism of complex vector spaces for each a E JF,

is the ,\ - adic comparison isomorphism of T>. - vector spaces. It is assumed in the nota
tion that the complex vector space M u ®Q C is decomposed in the Hodge bigraduation

M tO\T C = ffi ..Mi,jer VY Wl,l u

in which Pu(M~,j) C Mt,i for a E JF and the Hodge numbers

h(i,j,)u = h(i,j,M)u = dime M~,j

do not depend on (j. Moreover,

100,u(ffiil'?iM~/,j)= FbR(M) ®F,u C.

Also, 1>.,u takes Pu to the r>. - image of the Galois automorphism which is denoted by
the same symbol Pu E GF and corresponds to the complex conjugation of C under
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an embedding of F to C extending a. We assume that M is pure of weight w (i.e.
i+j=w).

The L - function L(M, s) of M is defined as the following Euler product:

L(M,s) = II L tJ (M,Np-lI),
P

extended over all maximal ideals p of the maximal order OF of F and where

LtJ(M, X)-l = det(l - X . r.\(Frp-l) IM~P) =
(1 - a(l)(p)X) . (1 - a(2)(p)X) ..... (1 - a(d)(p)X) =

1 +A1(p)X + ... +Ad(p)Xd;

here Np is the nünn of p and Frp E GF is the Frobenius element at P, defined modulo
conjugation and modulo the inertia subgroup ItJ C GtJ C GF of the decomposition
group GtJ (of any extension of p to F). We make the standard hypothesis that the
coefficients of Lp(M, X)-l belong to T, and that they are independent of ,,\ coprime
with Np. Therefore we can and we shall regard this polynomial both over C and over
Cp. We shall need the following twist operation: for an arbitrary motive M over F with
coefficients in T an integer m and a Hecke character X of finite order one can define the
twist N = M(m)(x) which is again a motive over F with the coefficient field T(X) of
the same rank d and weight w so that we haver

L(N,s) = II Lp(M,X(p)Np-s-n).
p

§2. The group of Hida and the algebra of Iwasawa - Hida.

Now let us fix a motive M with coefficients in T = Q( {a( n)n}) of rang d and of
weight w, and let EndT M denote the endomorphism algebra of M (i.e. the algebra of
T-linear endomorphisms of any M a , whi.ch commute with the Galois action under the
comparison isomorphisms. Let

denotes the Galois group of the maximal abelian extension F;,~ of F unramified out
side primes of F above p and 00. Define OF,T,p = OF 0 OT 0 Zp.

Definition. The group oI Hida GHM = GHM,p is the following product

GHM = End~(OF,T,p) x GalP1

where End~ denotes the algebraic T-group of invertible elements of EndT and it is
implicitely supposed that the group End;' posesses an OT-integral structure given by
an appropriate choice of an OT - lattice. Consider next the C p - analytic Lie group

XM,p = Homcontin(GHM , C;)

consisting of all continuous characters of the Hicla group GH M, which contains the C p

- analytic Lie group
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Xp = Homcontin(Galp , C;)

consisting of all continuous characters of the Galois group Galp (via the projection of
GHM onto Galp .

The group XM,p contains the discrete subgroup A of arithmetical characters of the
type

x' tl· Ncx'; = (x,tl,m),

where
X E X tor ..M,p

is a character of finite order of GHM, tl is a T - algebraic character of End~(OF,T,p),

mEZ, and N x p denotes the following natural norm homomorphism

N x p : Galp ~ Gal(Q;~oo/Q) I'V Z; ~ C;, N x p E X p •

Definition. The algebra of lwasawa - Hida IM = IM,p of M at pis the completed
group ring Op[[GHM]], where Op denotes the ring of integers of the Tate field C p .

Note that this definition is completely analogous to the usual definition of the
Iwasawa algebra A as the completed group ring Zp[[Zp]] if we take iuto account that Zp
coincides with the factor group of Z; modulo its torsion subgroup.

Now for each arithmetic point P = (X,1J, m) E A we have a homomorphism

vp: GHM ~ Op

wmch is defined by the corresponding group homomorphism

P : GHM -? 0; C C;.
For a IM-module N and P E A we put

("reduction of N modulo P", or a fiber of N at P).
Therefore, for each Galois representation

r : CF -? GL(N)

its reduction r mod P is defined as the natural composition:

CF -? GL(N) ~ GL(Np ).

§3. A conjecture on the existence of p - adic fanlilies of galois represen
tations attached to lTIotives.

Note first that the fixed embeddings T f-...+ C,

i oo : Q -? C, ip : Q --+ Cp
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define a place A(p) of T attached to the corresponding composition

Conjecture J. For every M over F of rang d with coefficients in T there esists a
free IM-module MI of the same rang d, a Galois representation

an infinite subset A' c A of "positive" characters, and a distinguished point Po E A
such that

(a) the reduced Galois representation

rI,po : CF --i' GL(MI,po)

is equivalent over C p to the A(p) - adic representation rM,.\(p) of M at the distinguished
place A(p)j

(b) for every P E A' there exists a motive Mp over F of the same rang d such that
its Galois representation is equivalent over C p to the reduction

We call the module M p the realization of Iwasawa of M.

§4. A generalization of the Hasse invariant of a nlotive.

We define the Hasse invariant of a motive in terms of the Newton polygons and
tbe Hodge polygons of a motive. Properties of these polygons are closely related to the
notions of a P - ordinary and a p - admissible motive.

Now we are going to define the Newton polygon PNewton,CT(U) = PNewton,u(u,M)
and the Hodge polygon PHodge,u(U) = PHodge,u(u,M) attached to M, a. First for
p = p(o') we eonsider (using i oo ) the loeal p - polynomial

Lp(M,X)-l = 1 + A1(p)X + + Ad(p)Xd

= (1 - a(l)(p)X) . (1 - a(2)(p)X) (1 - a(d)(p)X),

and we assurne that its inverse roots are indexed in such a way that

ordpa(l)(p) ~ ordpQ'(2)(p) ~ ... ~ ordpa(d)(p)

Definition. The Newton polygon PNewton,(1(u)(O ~ u ~ d) of M at p = p(o') is the
eonvex hull of the points (i, ordpAi(p» (i = 0, 1, ... , d).

The important property of the Newton polygon is that the length the horizon
tal segment of slope i is equal to the number of the inverse roots a U) (p) such that
ordpQ<j) (p) = i (note that this number may not neeessarily be integer butthis will be
the case for the p - ordinary motives below).

The Hodge polygon PHodge,u(U) (0 :'5 u :'5 d) of M at 0' is de:fined using the Hodge
deeomposition of the d - dimensional C - vector space

M a = M u fi)T C = ffii,jM~,j
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where M~lj as a C - subspace. Note that the dimension ha(i,j) = dime M~,j may
depend on a.

Definition. The Hodge polygon PH odge,a(u) is a function [0, d] -+ R whose graph
is a polygon whieh passes through the vertices

(0,0), ... , (Lha(i',j), Lhai'ha(i',j)),
i/~i i'~i

so that the length of the horizontal segment of the slope i is equal to the dimension
ha(i,j).

Now we recall the definition of a p - ordinary motive in the simplest case F = T = Q
(see [Co], ~o - PeRiJ). We assume that M is pure of weight w and rank d. Let
Gp = Gal(Qp/Qp) be the decomposition group (of a place in T over p) and

'l/Jp : Gp -+ Z;
be the cyclotomic character of Gp • Then M is called p ordinary at p if the following
conditions are satisfied:

(i) The inertia group Ip C Gp acts triviallyon each of the 1 - adic realizations MI
for 1# Pi

(ii) There exists a decreasing filtration F;V on V = M p = MB QS) Qp of Qp 
subspaces which are stable under the action of Gp such that for aH i E Z the group Gp

acts on F;V/F;+l V via some power of the cyclotomic character, say 'l/J;e i . Then

el(M) ~ ... ~ et(M)

and the foHowing properties take place:
(a)

dimQp F;V/F;+ 1V = h(ei'W - ed;

(b) The Hodge polygon and the Newton polygon of M coincide:

PNewton(u) = PHodge(U),

If furthermore M is critical at 8 =°then it is easy to verify that the number dp of the
inverse roots a(j) (p) with

ordpa(j)(p) < °is equal to d+ = d+(M) of Mt.

In the general case (of a motive At[ over F with coefficients in T) the notion of a p
ordinary motive can be defined using the restrietion of the ground field F to Q and the
restrietion of the coefficient field T to Q (the last operation corresponds to fogetting of
the T - module structure on the realizations of M). In this way we get a motive M' over
with coefficients in Q of the same weight W and the rank rk(M') = [F : Q][T : Q] . d.

However, it turns out that the notion of a p-ordinary motive 1S toD restrictive, and
we introduce the following weaker form of it.
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Definition. The motive M over F with coefficients in T is called admissible at p if for
all (J E JF we have that

PNewton,u(4) = PHodge,u(a:t)

here dt = dt (M) is the dimension of Mu, (J E JF.

In the general case we use the following vector quantity h = (h u )(7 which is defined
in terms of the difference between the Newton polygon and the Hodge polygon of M:

hu = PNewton ,(7(c!:t) - PHodge,u(d"t.

We call the vector h = h(M) = (h u )(7 the Hasse invariant of M at p. Note the following
important properties of the quantity h:

(i) h = h(M) does not change if we replace M by its Tate twist.
(H) h = h(M) does not change if we replace M by its twist M = M(X) with a

Hecke character X of finite order whose conductor is prime to 1'.
(Hi) h = h(M) does not change if we replace M by its dual MV
In the next section we state in terms of this quantity a general conjecture on p 

adic L - functions.

§5. A conjecture on the existence of certain faluilies of p - adic L 
functions.

We axe going to describe families of p - adic L - functions as certain analytic
functions on the total analytic space, the C p - analytic Lie group

XM,P = Homcontin(GHM , C;),

which contain the C p - analytic Lie subgroup (the cyclotomic line) Xp C X M,p :

Xp = Homcontin(Galp, C;).

In order to do this we need a modified L - function of a motive over F. Following
J .Coates this modified L - function has a form appropriate for further use in the p - adic
construction. First we multiply L(M, s) by an appropriate factor at infinity and define

A(oo)(M, s) = Eoo(M, s)L(M, s)

as A(oo)(r, RF/QM, p, s) in the notation of J.Coates [Co] with p = i so that Eoo(M, s) =
E oo ( T, RF/QM, p, s) is the modified r - factor at infinity which actually does not depend
on the fixed embedding T of T into C. Also we put

where

v = (-l)rn,r(RM) = Ljh(i,j,RF/QM) = Ljh(i,j,M), n = [F: Q],
j<O j<O
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clJ(RM) = ClJ(RF/QM) is the period of RF/QM. Then the period conjecture of Deligne
can be stated in the following convenient form: if s = 0 is critical for M then for any
m such that M(m) is critical at s = 0 we have that

In order to deduce this statement from the original conjecture on critical values we
can use the same arguments as in the J .Coates's work [Co], where it was shown that

and it follows that

Eoo(M(m), 0) I"V (27ri)r(RM)-md
C

(RM) = (27ri)n(r(A1)-md
C

(M» mod QX,

where e = + if j < 0 and e = - if 2: 0 for j = w/2. If we combine this fact with the
equivalence

c+(M(m» rv (21i"i)d
Jl

nmclJ(A1) mod T X

we deduce from the above form of the conjecture that

A(oo)(M(m), 0) rv (27ri)n(r(M)-md
C

(M)+md
Jl

(M»clJ (M)

Note that in our situation we have that d~(M) = dlJ(M) because both M and M(m)
are critical at s = 0: we have that v = + only for j - m < 0 because M(m) is critical
but according to Lemma 3 in [Co] the condition j < 0 is equivalent in this situation to
j - m < O.

Modifted conjecture on the critical values. Assume that 111 is critical at
s = O. Then there exist constants c~a «(7, M) E (T ® C)X (eu = ±) defined modulo TX
such that if we put for a given sign eo = (eo,u) E SgnF

with reM) = ~i<O jh(i,j, M) then for any integer m and Hecke character X such that
M(x)(m) is critlcal at s = 0 and eu(X)v = cO,u we have that

A(oo)(M(x)(m), O)«G(X)-l(l ® DY2»dCO
(M)!1(co, M»-l E T(X)

where v = sgn« _l)m) = ± .
We recall that by definition

Eoo(M, s) = Eoo(T, RF/QM, p, s) = Eoo(U, p, s),

where U runs over direct summands of the Hodge decomposition, p = i and Eoo(U, p, s)
is given by:

(a) If U = Mi,k ffi M k ,; with j < k, then Eoo(U, p, s) = rc,p(s _ j)h(j,k)j

(b) If U = Mk,k with k 2: 0, then Eoo(U, p, s) = 1j
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(c) If U = Mk,k with k < 0, then Eoo(U,p,s) = Roo(U,p,s). Here p-a 
exp(-prrs/2), rc,p(s) = p-Src(s), rc(s) = 2(2rr)-ar(s), rR(S) = rr- tJ /2 r(s/2),

Roo(U,p,s) = Loo(r, U, s)/(coo(r, U, p,s)Loo(r, UV(l), -s))

with L - and c - factors described in [De3] on p.329, so that we have in case (c)

rR(s - k + 8) 2r(s - k + 8) cos(rr(s - k + 8)/2
Roo(U, p, s) = i 6r

R
(1 _ s + k _ 8) - i 6(2rr )a-k+6

where 8 = 0,1 is chosen according with the sign of the scalar action of Per on U = M;,k
so that Ptr acts as (-1 )k+6 .

We define

Ap,(oo)(M(m)(x), s) =

A(oo)(M(m)(x),s)(G(X)-1 DY2)d'O(M(m)(x» TI A~(M(m)(x),s)'
~ .(p

where

Ap(M(X),s) =

n~=d++l (1 - X( P)a(i) (p )Np -tJ) n1:1 (1 - X-I (p )a(i) (p )-1Npa-l )

for p ,r c(X)

d+ ( N • )OrdpC(X)ni=1 ()'(1}1p) ,otherwise.

Let A be the discrete subgroup A of arithrnetical characters,

X·11· Ncx'; = (X,77,m) E A,

A' c A the subset of "positive" Po E A characters, a distinguished point of conjecture
1. Let A" c A' be the subset of critical elements, which consists of those P, for which
the corresponding motives M p are critical (at s = 0). Now we are ready to formulate
the following

Conjecture 11. For a canorllcal choice of periods n(p) E C X for P E A" there
exists a C p - meromorphic function

with the properties:
(i)

~ (P) = Ap,(oo)(M(m)(x),O)
M n(p)

for almost all P E A";
(ii) For arithmetic points of type

p = (X,1J,m) E A"
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with 7] fixed there exists a finite set S C XM,P of P - adic charaeters and positive integers
n(e) (for eE S) such that for any go E Galp we have that the function

II(x(go) - e(go))n(e) .cM(X . P)
ee3

is holomorphic on X p ;

(iii) For arithmetie points of type

P = (x,tJ,m) E A"

with 1] fixed the function in (ii) is bounded if and only if the Hasse invariant h(P) =
h(Mp) vanishes;

(iv) In the general case the function .cM( P . x) of x E Xp is of logarithmic growth
type o(logN(·)h o with

ho = [max hu ] + 1.u

§6. Exalnples.

6.1. Hecke characters of CM-type. Let K :> F be a totally imaginary quadratie
extension, and 7]: A"k/I(X ~ C X be an algebraic Hecke's Grösseneharakter such that

(
tPl) Wl (tPn

) W
n

1]((0')) = ~ ... ~ . N(O')wo/2-1
10'4>1 1 la tPn I

for a E !(, a =1( mod '(7])), where ~ = braui : I( -+ C, is a fixed CM-type of K, Wi are
positive integers, Wo = maxi wi. Then there exists a Hilbert modular form f of weight
k = (Wl +1, ... ,Wn +1) such that L(8, f) = L(s, 7]), and M(f) eoincides with the motive
M(T]) = R K / F [77] obtained by restrietion of scalars from the motive [77] (the last motive
exists as an object of the category of motives of CM-type, see [Bll]).

The Hodge structure of M("7)u has the form

Let

{
~~', if P splits in K,

P = Pu =~, if P is inert in !(.

Then the loeal factor of L(M (1] ), 8) is given by

L (M(T!) X)-l = { (1 - 1](~X) )(1 - 7](~')X),
p '/' (1 - 7](~)2,

if P splits in ](,
if P is inert in !(.

Therefore the generalized Hasse invariant h = (hu)u of M(7]) is given by

h _ {O, if P splits in [(,
u - wo/2, if P is inert in K.
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In the additive notation the type of 1] ean be written in the following form:

L ~u (0 - 0) + ~o L(o + 0) = L du(o - a) + mo L 0,
u u u u

where mo = wo, du = (wu - Wo) / 2. Using a shift one sees that the points = m is
critical for L(s,1]) iff 8 = 0 is critieal for the character ..\(0) = 1](a)Na-m •

Then one sees that the charaeter 1] of the type L:u du(0 - 0) + mo L:u 0 is critical
at 0 iff

mo, du 2:: 0 or mo ~ 1, du 2:: 1 - mo.( for all 0) (*)

In order to state the thorem of I(atz on p-adie L-functions of CM-fields (in a
simplified form) we let «.! C 0 K denote an integer ideal of the maximal order of K,
Goo(<!) the ray dass group of ]{ of eonduetor «.!poo.

For eaeh CM-type E one can canoniealy choose a eonstants

0 00 = (Ooo(O))UEE E (cx)n,

Op = (Op(O))UEE E (e;)n

(complex and p-adic periods).
The theorem of I(atz states that under the assumption h = 0 there exists a bounded

p-adie measure /-l on Goo(<!) such that for all critical characters ..\ of conductor dividing
C!:poo the value of the p - adic integal

JGoo (t) ~ dJL
OmoE+2d

p

coinsides essentially with the normalized special value

fracA(p,oo)(..\, 0), 0:oE+2d,

where .x denotes the p - adie avatar of A.
This theorem provides an example of a p -adic family of Conjectures I and II,

because EndT(M) is essentially K, and by dass field theory GHM is related to Goo(l!).
6.2. Fanlilies of Hida of Hilbert modular forlns. In this case we start from a

motive M(f) attached to a (general) Hilbert modular form and obtain the group GHr =
CJ~,T,p x Galpw hose characters parametrize "the weights" of Hilbert modular forms in
the corresponding farnily. 7. Hilbert modular forms and motives associated
with them.
We use the notation of Shimura [Shi6], [ShilO] and we regard the group GL2(F) as the
group GQ of 811 Q - rational points of a certain Q - subgroup G C GL2n . Then Hilbert
modular forms will be regarded as complex fuctions on the adelic group GA = G(A)
which is apparently identified with the product

GL2 (FA) = Goo x GQ
where
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Goo = GL2(Foo ) rv GL2(R)n, Ga = GL2(F),

A, FA denote the rings of finite adels of Q and F respectively.
The subgroup

eonsists of al1 elements

a=(al,···,an),a= (:~)

such that detO'lI > 0, v = 1,2," . ,n. Every element 0' E Gt, acts on the product nn of
neopies of the upper half plane aceording to the formula

where

O"v(Zv) = (avzv + bv)/(cvzv + dv) (v = 1, 2, "', n)

For z = (Zl,Z2,···,Zn) E f)n we put eF(z) = e({z}),{z} = Zl + + Zn and e(x) =
exp(27rix) and we use the notations Nz = Zl .••.. Zn, and i = (i, , i). For 0' E Gt"
an integer n - tuple k = (kl ,'" ,kn ) and an arbitrary function f:5jn -+ C we use the
notation

Let cl' C OF be an integral ideal, c = cOp its P - part, IIp = tlOp the loeal different. We
shall need the open eompact subgroups W = lVe C GA defined by

W e = G;t, x We(p),

W,(p) = (:~) E GL2 (Fp) I bE ll;l, cE llpcp, a,d E Op, ad - bc E 0;

By a Hilbert automorphic form of the weight k = (k],' . " kn ), the level c, ill1d the Hecke
character 'ljJ we mean a function

f: GA -+ C satisfying the following eonditions (7.1) - (7.3):

f(sax) = ~(s)f(x) for all x E GA,

s E F~ (the center of GA), and a E GQ (7.1)

We let 7/Jo: (0/c) x -+ C X denote the c - part of the character 'lj; and the extend the
definition of 7./J over the group We by the formula

then for aU x E GA
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f(xw) = 7f(w L )f(x) for w E W e with W oo = 1,

where

(
a b)L = (d -b).
c d -c a

If

then

An automorphic form f is called a cusp form if

r f ( ~ ~ ) 9 dt = 0 for all 9 E GA.JFA / F

(7.2)

(7.3)

The vector space M k( (, 7f) of Hilbert automorphic forms of holomorphic type is defined
as the set functions satisfying (7.1) - (7.3) and the following holomorphy condi tion (7.4):
for any x E GA with x 00 = 1 there exists a holomorphic function 9x: S) n ----+ C such that

for all y = (~ ~) E Gt, we have that

f(xw) = (gx Ik w)(i) (7.4)

(in the case F = Q we must also require that the function 9z is holomorphic at the
cusps). Let Sk( (, 7f) c Mk( C, 7f) be the subspace of cusp forms.

Hecke operators which act on Sk(C, 7f) and Mk(C, 1/;) are introduced by means of
the double cosets of the type WyW for y in the semigroup

where

Yc(p) = { (:~) E GL2 (Fp) I bE ll;l, cE llpcp, a, d E Op, aOp + cp = Op}.

The Hecke algebra He consists of all formal finite sums of the type L:y c y WyW, with the
multiplication in He defined by a standard rule. By definition Te( m) is the element of He
obtained by taking the surn of all different W wW with w E Yc such that div(det(y)) = m.
Let
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be the nonnalized Hecke operator, where ko denotes the maximal component of the
weight k. Suppose that fES k( c, 1/J) is an eigenform of all Te( m)' with the eigenvalues
C( m, f). Then there is the following Euler product expansion:

L(s, f) = :E C(n, f)Nn- 1J = II(l - C(p, f)Np-S + 1/J(p)Npko-1-2S)-1

n p

All of the numbers C( n, f) are known to be algebraic integers.
Let fESk( c, 1/J) be a primitive Hilbert cusp eigenform. In this case the numbers

C(n, f) can be regarded as the normalized Fourier coefficients of f. The important
analytic property of the corresponding L - function L(f, s) (see [Shi6], p.655) is that
it admits a holomorphic analytic continuation onto the entire complex plane, and if we
set

n

A(f,s) = IIrc(s - (ko - kd/2)L(f,s)
i=l

then A(f, s) satisfies a functional equation, which expresses A(f, s) in terms of the func
tion A( fP, ko- s). According to the general conjecture on the analytic properties of the
L - functions of motives we may suggest that f should correspond to a motive M = M(f)
over F of rank 2, and weight ko with coefficients in a field T containing all C( n, f) such
that

L(M, s) = L(s, f), A(M, s) = A(s, f)

and for fixed embeddings T E JT and u = Ui E JF the Hodge decomposition of M Uj is
given by

M~:) = Muo Q5)Tr C =
". I I

M
(r)(·O-" i)/2·( .. O+" i)/2-1 M( r)("O+· i)/2-1,C. O-"i)/2
Uj EB Ui

7.5

where ki is the component of the weight k, attached to the fixed embedding O'i (as was
mentioned above this decomposition may depend on T and ud. It is obvious from (7.5)
that if such motive exists then the weight k fiUSt saisfy the condition k1 =k2 _ ••. =
kn mod 2.

There are several confirmation of the conjecture. First of all it is known in the
elliptic modular case F = Q due to U.Jannsen and A.J.Scholl [Ja], [Scho]; the existence
oi the Galois representations of Gal(F / F) corresponding to A - adic realizations of these
motives was discovered earlier by Deligne [DeI]. If we restrict such representation to
the subgroup we obtain the L - function of certain Hilbert modular form of the same
(scalar) weight which is the Doi - Naganuma lift (or "base change") of the original
elliptic cusp form. In the general case the existence of Galois representations attached
to Hilbert modular forms was established by Rogawski - Tunnell [Ro-Tu] and Ohta [Oh]
(n odd) (under a local hypothesis) and by R.Taylor (Ta] in the general case. Also a
number of results on special values of the fuction L(s, f) is known, which math the
above conjectures on the critical values and on the p - adic L - functions {Shil], [Man],
{KaI]. As in the elliptic modular case there is a conjectural link between motives of
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the type M(f) and the cohomology of certain Kuga - Shimura variety (fiber product of
several copies of the universal Hilbert - Blumenthal abelian variety with a fixed level
structure and and endomorphisms): namely, for the decomposition Rp/QM =i IMui

the tensor product ~i=lMUj is a motive over Q of rank 2n which conjecturally lies in
the above cohomology, see the interesting discussion of this link in [Ha2], [Odal. In case
k1 = ... = kn = 2 the motives have the Hodge type HO,l EB H1,o. In some cases (e.g.
when n is odd) the motives MUj can be realized as factors of Jacobians of Shimura
curves corresponding to quaternion algebras, which split at one fixed infinite place Gi

and ramified at all other infinite places Gj(j i- i) ([Shi7]; see also forthcoming work of
M. Harris).

8. Examples.
8.1. Periods of Hilbert cusp forms.
Let fESk( c, tf;) be a prilnitive Hilbert cusp ~igenformwhich is supposed to be "motivic"
in the sense of the previous section, and let

n

Then the critical strip of L(s, feX»~ is given by m. ~ m ~ m*,

m. = max{(ko - kd/2} + 1, m· = min{(ko + ki)/2} - 1.

Using the Rankin - Selberg method G.Shimura proved that there exist constants

c±(u, f) E (T ® C)X

defined modulo T X such that if we put

c~(x, f) = n;1/2C(X) II c~·eO"(x)(U,f)
uEJF

then for all mEZ, m .. ::; m ::; m* we have that

i nmA(m, feX»~ ()
cl/(X, f) E T X ,

where v = (_I)m.
This statement coincides with that of the modified period conjecture if we take for

c±(u,M(f» the quantities C±(G, f).
In order to formulate the results on p - adic L - functions, put

1 - G(p, f)X +,p(p )Npko-lX 2 = (1 - o(p )X)(1 - a'(p )X) E Cp[X]

where o(p), a'(p) are the inverse roots of the Hecke polynomial assuming that
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Note that in the p - ordiuary case we should have

for the prime p = Pi = P(0"i) attached to the embedding 0"i (see Section 5).
8.2. Theorem. Put h = [max(ordp(a(p(O"i)) - (ko - kd/2)] + 1. Then for each sign

co = {co,O'} E SgnF there exists a Cp - analytic function L~;»on Xp of the type o(1ogh)
with the properties:

(i) for all mEZ, m. ~ m ~ m·, and for all Hecke characters of finite order
X E X;ors with vCO'(X) = €o,u (0" E JF) the following equality holds

L~;)(XNx;)= D~~~n!:! Ap(f(x),m). A~~~::,~),

where

Ap(f(X), m) =

(1 - X(p)o'(p)Np-m)(l - X-1(p)o(p)-1Npm-l),
if p I c(x)

(Nm) ordp C(x )
~ ,

ifpjc(X)

and the constant r!(eo, f) is given by

O(co, f) = (27t"i) -nm• . Dy2 .II c~o,O" (0", f),
0'

(ii) If h ~ m· - m. +1 then the function L~;» on X p is uniquely determined by (i).
(iii) If

max(ordp(o(p(O"d) - (ko - kd/2) = 0

then the function L~;» is bounded on Xp •

In the p - ordinary case this theorem was established by Yu.I.Manin (in a less
explicit form) using the theory of generalized modular symbols on Hilbert - Blumenthal
modular varieties. The non p - ordinary case was treated only for F = Q by Visik [VI].
For an arbitrary totally real field F oue can use the Rankin method and the technique
of the Shimura's work [Shi6].

8.3. The Rankin convolution and the tensor product of motives. Let us
consider the Rankin convolution

L(s, f, g) = L C(n, f) C(n, g)N(n)-"
n

(8.1)

attached to two Hilbert modular forms f, g over a totally real field F of degree n =
[F : QJ, where C(n, f), C(n, g) are normalized "Fourier coefficients" of f and g, indexed
by integral ideals n of the maximal order OF C F (see §7). We suppose that f is a
primi tive cusp form of vector weight k = (k1, ... , kn), and g a primitive cusp form of
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weight 1= (11 ,' .. ,In) We assume that for a decomposition of JF into a disjoint union
J p = J U J' the following condi tion is satisfied

Also, assume that

and

ki > Ii ( for ai E J), and 1i > ki (for ai E J'). (8.2)

(8.3)

n

11 =12 =... = In mod 2. (8.4)

Let c(f) c Op denote the conductor and "p the character of f and c(g), w denote the
conductor and the character of g ("p, w : A ~ / F x ~ C X being Hecke characters of fini te
order).

The essential property of the convolution

L(s, f, g(X» = L X(n)G(n, f) G(n, g)N(n)-"
I

(twisted with a Hecke characer X of finite order) is the following Euler product decom
position

L c(2s +2 - ko -lo,'lj;wX2 )L(s, f,g(X» =

TI ((1- X(q)o:(q)ß(q)N(q)-")(l- x(q)a(q)ß'(q)N(q)-")x
q

x (1- x(q)a'(q)ß(q)N(q)-")(1 - X(q)o:'(q)ß'(q)N(q)_,,»)-l,

(8.5)

where the numbers a( q), a ' ( q), ß( q), and ß'( q) are roots of the Hecke polynomials

X 2
- G( q, f)X +"p( q)N(q)ko-1 = (X - a( q»(X - a'( q»,

and
X 2 - G( q, g)X +w( q)Af( q)'o-l = (X - ß( q»(X - ß'( q».

The decomposition (8.5) is not difficult to deduce from the following elementary lemma
on rational functions, applied to each of the Ewer q-factors: if

<Xl

"A.X i - 1
~ t - (1 - o:X)(l - 0:' X) ,

~ B.X i _ 1
~ t - (1 - ßX)(l - ß'X)'

then
<Xl i 1 - aa' ßß'X 2

t; A;B;X = (1 - aßX)(1 - aß'X)(1 - 0" ßX)(1 - 0:' ß' X) . (8.6)

Assume that there exist motives"M(f) and M(g) associated with fand g. Then

L c(2s +2 - k -1, 'lj;wX2)L(s, f, g(X» = L(M[xJ, 8)
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where M = M(f) 0F M(g) is the tensor produet of motives over F with eoeffieients
in some common number field T. Using the Hogde decompositions for M(f) aod M(g)
and the !(Üllneth formula for M = M(f) f9F M(g) we see that under our assumption
the motive M has d = 4, W = ko + 10 - 2, and the following Hodge type:

M
Ui

® C rv

ffi (M(ko+lo-k[ -ID/2,(ko+lo+ki+1f)/2-2) ffi M(ko+lo+k[ +1[)/2-2,(ko+lo-k[ -ID/2
\lirE JT Uj \ll Ui

EB M~~o+lo-lk[ -li 1)/2-1 ,(ko+lo+jki -li 1)/2-1 EB M~~o+lo+lkr -li 1)/2-1 ,(ko+lo-Ik[ -li 1)/2-1).

Moreover,

A(M[X],s) = A(s, f,g(X)) =
nrr (fo(s - (ko + 10 - ki -ld/2)rc (s - (ko + 10 -Iki -li l)/2 + l))x

i=l

x L c(2s + 2 - ko - 10 , 'ljJwX2 )L(s, f, g(X)),

and this funetion satisfies a funetional equation of the type s 1-+ ko + 10 - 2 - s.
8.4. The critical values of the Rallkin convolution. Let us now set

m", = m~((ko + 10 -Iki -1i1)/2 - 1), +1, m'" = ko + 10 - 2 - m", .
•

The periods e±(0', M) eau be easily computed in terms of e±(0-, M) (as in the ellip
tie modular ease; see a more general calculation in [B12)). As a result one gets that
e±(o-, M) = e(o-, M) does not depend on the sign ±, and is given by

e±(o- M) = {e+(o-, f)c-(o-, f)8(0-,g), if 0- E J
, e+(0-, g)c-(0-, g)8(0-, f), if 0- E J'.

Moreover,
e±(M[x)) = G(X)-2 rr c±(o-, lvI).

uEJ

Let us apply the modified conjeeture on special values to the L-function

A(M[X], s) = A(s, f, g(X)),

and set c(f, g) = Du e+ (0', M),

e(J,f) = rr e+(o-, f)c-(O', f), c(J',g) = rr e+(o-, g)c-(o-, g),
uEJ aEJI

and
8(J, f) = rr 0(0-, f), o( J', g) = rr 0(0-, g).

uEJ uEJI

Then we see that

c(J, f)c(J 1
, f) = (f, f), o(J, f)o(J 1

, f) = G('ljJ)-1(27ri)n(ko-1) ,

c(J, g)e( JI, g) = (g, g), o(J, f)8( J', g) = G(w)-1 (27ri)n(lo-1),
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and
e(M[xD = c±(M[xD = G(X)-2e(J,f)8(J,g)c(J', g)8(J', f).

With this notation the conjecture 1.8 takes the following form: for all Hecke char
acters X of finite order and r E Z, m. ~ r ~ m* we have that

A(r, f, g(X)) A(M[X], r)
G(X)-2 C(J, f)8(J,g)c(J',g)8(J', f) = G(X)-2e(M) E Q(f,g,X)·

8.5. Let us consider the special case when J' = 0, i.e. k i > li for all 0i E JF . Then

e( J, f) = c(JF, f) = (f, f), 8( J, g) = 8(JF, g) = G(W )-1 (21t"i)n(lo-l) ,

and the above property transforms to the following:

A(r, f, g(X))
G(X)-2 (f, f), G(w)-1 (21t"i)n(lo-l) E Q(f, g, X),

where Q(f, g, X) denotes the subfield of C generated by the Fourier coefficients of f and
g, and the values of x. This algebraicity property was established by G.Shimura [8h1]
by means of aversion of the Rankin -Selberg method.

In the general case the above algebraicity property was also studies by G.8himura
[8h2], [8h3] (for some special Hilbert modular forms, coming from quaternion algebras)
and by M.Harris [Ha3] using the theory of arithmetical vector bundles on Shimura
varieties. The idea of the proof was to replace the original automorphic cusp form
f : G(A) -+ C of holomorphic type by another cusp form fJ : G(A) -+ C such that

fJ(gl,···,gn) = f(glil'··· ,gnin),

where gi E GL2 (R),

. {(~~),
Ji = (1 0)o -1 ,

if i E J

if i E J,'.

Then fJ can be described by functions ff on f)n, which are holomorphic in Zi (i E J)
and antiholomorphic in Zi (i E J'). Then the differential forms

ff l\iEJ azi

define a certain dass eI(fJ ) of the degree IJI in the coherent cohomology of the Hilbert
Blumenthal modular variety, or rather its toroidal compactification ([HaI], [Ha2]). This
space of coherent cohomology has a natural rational structure over a certain number
field F J , defined in terms of canonical models. From the theory of new forms it follows
that there exist a constant v(J, f) E C x such that the differential form attached to
v( J, f)-l fJ is rational over the extension of FJ obtained by adjoining the Hecke eigen
values of f. Then the critical values of the type A(r, f, g) can be expressed in terms of
a cup product of the form

where E is a (nearly) holomorphic Eisenstein series. Then the above algebraicity prop
erty can be deduced from the fact that the cup product preserves the rational structure
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in the coherent cohomology. However, the technical details of the proof are quite diffi
cult.

8.6. p-adic convolutions of Hilbert cusp forms. Now we give apreeise
deseription of the p-adie eonvolution of f and g assuming that both f and· g are p
ordinary, i.e.

ordpa(Pi) = (ko - ki)/2, ordpa'(Pi) = (ko + kd/2 - 1,

ordpß(Pi) = (10 - li)/2, ordpß'(pd = (10 + li)/2 - 1,

or equivalently, ordpC(pi' f) = (ko - ki )/2, and ordpC(pi' g) = (10 - li)/2. We assume
also that the eonduetors of f and g axe eoprime to p and we set

Aip(s,f,g(X» =

II (1- x(Pi)a'(Pi)ß(pdNPi")(l - X(Pi)n'(pdß'(pdNpi")x
uiEJ\S(x)

x (1 - x(pd-1a(pd-1ß(Pi)-lNpi-1)(1 - x(pd-1a(pd-1 ß'(pd-1Npi-1)x

X II (1 - x(pda (pdß'(pdNp;")(l - x(pda'(pdß'(pdNPi")x
uiEJ'\S(x)

X (1 - x(pd-1a(Pi)-l ß(Pi)-lNpi-1)(1 - X(Pi)-l n'(Pi)-l ß(Pi)-1 Npi-1).

Then we introduee the following eonstant:

S1(f,g) = c(J, f)o(J,g)c(J',g)o(J', f) =
II c+ ((7, f)c- ((7, f)o( (7, g) TI c+ ((7, g)c- ((7, g)8((7, f)
t7EJ t7EJ'

8.7. Description of the p-adic convolution. Under the conventions and no
tation as above there exists a bounded Cp-valued measure fl = /-lr,g on Galp, which is
uniquely determined by the following condition: for all Hecke characters X E x;ors and
all r E Z satisfying m. 2:: r ~ m· the following equali ty holds:

1 x-INX;dJ-Lf,g =
Gal p

. (D}"(-l)T A(r,f,g(x»
z x
p G(X)2 !l(f, g)<I>p(r, f, g(X»

(
Npr:-I ) ord pi c(x) ( Np r:-1 ) ord pi c(x)

X <7~J a(p;)2 ß(~i)ß'(P;) )]" ß(Pi)2a(~i)a'(Pi) ) 1

and the measure flr,g dennes a bounded C p -ana1ytic function

Lr,g : X p -+ Cp, Xp 3 x I-t1 x dj1.f,g
Gal p

(the p-adie Mellin transform of flf,g), which is uniquely determined by its values on the
characters x = X-I AI'x; E Xp •
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(Note that the above expression could be written in a slightly simplier form if we
take into account the equalities:

8.8. Concluding remarks. The existence ofthe p-adic measure in 8.7 is known in
the special case, and J = 0 (see [Pa2]) , where f and g are assumed to be automorphic
forms of scalar weights k and I, k > I. One verifies easily that the description 8.7
perfectly matches with the modified period conjecture and with the general conjecture
on the p - adic L - functions of Section 6. Also, this construction was recently extended
by My Vinh Quang (Moscow University) to Hilbert automorphic forms f and g of
arbitrary vector weights k = (k1 ,'" , kn), and I = (I}, .. . ,In) such that ki > li for all
i = 1,'" ,n, and to the non-p-ordinary, i.e. supersingular case, when I ip(a(p) Ip< 1
for all p Ip. In this situation the p-adic convolution of L f,K is also uniquely determined
by the above condition provided that it has the prescribed logarithmic growth on Xp

(see [VI]).
In the general case the proof of the algebraic properties of the Rankin convolution

in [Ha3] can be used also in order to carry out a p-adic construction. First of all, one
obtains an expression for complex-valued distributions attached to A(r, f, g(X» in terms
of the cup product of certain coherent cohomology classes, and one verifies that these
distributions take algebraic values. Then, integrality properties of the arithmetic vector
bundles can be used for proving some generalized I(ummer congruences for the values
of these distributions, which is equivalent to the existence of p-adic L-functions in 8.7
However, some essential technical difficulties remain in the general case, and 8.7 can
not be regarded yet as a theorem proven in full generali ty.
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Introduction

Hida [Hi2] has eonstructed interesting families of Galois representations of the type

whieh axe non ramified outside p. These representations have the following property: if
we consider the homomorphisms

then we obtain a family of Galois representations

p~k) : GQ ~ GL2 (Zp),

which is parametrized by k E Z, and for k = 2,3,' .. ,these representations are equivalent
over Qp to the p - adie representations of Deligne, attaehed to modular forms of weight
k. This means that the representations of Hida are obtained by the p - adie interpolation
of Deligne's representations. A geometrie interpretation of Hida's representations was
given by Mazur and Wiles [Maz-W3]. For example, for the modular form ß of weight
12 Hida has eonstrueted a representation

as an example of his general theory, where the prime number p have the property
r(p) ~ (modp) (e.g. p< 2041,p =I 2,3,5 and 7).

Also, Hida has generalized his eonstruetion to the ease of Hilbert modular forms.
In this paper we would like to describe a eonjeetural generalization of his eonstrue

tion to arbitrary motives, and to formulate a eertain eonjeeture. The important case,
in whieh this eonjeeture ean be verified, corresponds to Hecke eharacters of CM·type.
We deseribe eertain p - adie families, which are in general bigger than those obtained
by the eyclotomie twist. We stress the fact that the eorresponding p - adie L - funetions
depend analytically on the parameter of these p - adie Galois representations.

Summary.

§1. Motives and L - functions over a totally real Held.

§2. The group of Hida and the algebra of Iwasawa - Hida.

§3. A conjecture on the existence of p - adic families of Galois representations
attached to motives.

§4. A generalization of the Hasse invariant of a motive.

§5. A conjecture on the existence of certain families of p - adic L - functions.

§6. Hilbert modular forms and motives associated with them.

§7. Example: Hecke characters of CM-type.

§8. p-adic L-functions of Hilbert modular farms and their convolutions.
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Throught the paper we fix embeddings

i oo : Q -+ C, ip : Q -+ C p

and we shall often regard algebraic numbers (via these embeddings) as both complex
~ ~

and p - adic numbers, where C p = Qp is the Tate field (the completion of a fixed

algebraic closure Qp of Qp), which is endowed with a unique norm I . Ip such that
Ip Ip= p-l.

§1. Motives and L - functions over a totally real Held.

Let F be a totally real number field of degree n = [F : Q] and T is another number
field T which will be supposed a subfield of C. By a motive M over F of with coefficients
in T we shall mean a collection of the following objects:

where u runs over the set JF of all cOßlplex embeddings of F,

M u is the Betti realization of M (with respect to the embedding u E JF) which is
a vector space over T of dimension d endowed for real u E JF wi th a T - rational
involution Pu j

MDR is the de Rham realization of M, a free T ® F - module of rank d, endowed with
a decreasing filtration {FhR(M) C MDR li E Z} of T 0 F - modules (which may not
be free in sorne cases when F i= Q) j

M), is the A - adic realization of M at a finite place A of the coefficient field T (a
T), - vector space of degree d over T>., a completion of T at A) which is a Galois module
over GF = Gal(F/ F) so that we a have a compatible system of A - adic representations
denoted by

Also,

100 ,u : M u 0T C -+ MDR 0 u(F).T C

is the complex comparison isomorhism of complex vector spaces for each u E JF,

1>.,u : M u 0T T), -+ M>.

is the A- adic comparison isomorphism of T>. - vector spaces. It is assumed in the nota
tion that the complex vector space Mu 0Q C is decomposed in the Hodge bigraduation

Mu 0T C = ffii,jM~,j

in which Pu(M~,j) C M~,i for u E JF and the Hodge numbers

hu(i,j) = hu(i,j, M) = dime M~,j

do not depend on u. Moreover,
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-, - -
ICX),t7( ffjil~iM~ 'J) = FbR(M) 0F,eT c.

Also, 1>',(1 takes Per to the T>. - ir~age of the Galois automorphism which is denoted by
the same symbol p(1.E GF and corresponds to the complex conjugation of C under
an embedding of F tü C extending u. We assume that M is pure of weight w (Le.
i + j = w). <-

The L - function L(M, s) of M is defined as the following Euler product:

L(M,s) = rr Lp(M,Np-8),
p

extended over all maximal ideals p of the maximal order " F of F and where

Lp(M, X)-l = det(l - X . r>.(Fr;l) IMi') =

(1 - a(l)(p)X) . (1 - c/2 }(p)X) . .... (1 - a(d}(p)X) =

1 + A1(p)X + ... +Ad(p)Xd
;

here Np is the norm of p and Frp E GF is the Frobenius element at p, defined modulo
conjugation and modulo the inertia subgroup I p C Gp c GF of the decomposition
group Gp (of any extension of p to F). We make the standard hypothesis that the
coefficients of Lp(M, X)-l belong to T, and that they are independent of ..\ coprime to
Np. Therefore we can and we shall regard this polynomial both over C and over C p .

We shall need the following twist operation: for an arbitrary motive M over F with
coefficients in T an integer m and a Hecke character X of finite order one can define the
twist N = M(m)(x) which is again a motive over F with the coefficient field T(X) of
the same rank d aod weight w so that we haver

L(N, s) = rr Lp(M, x(p)Np- 8
-

n
).

p

§2. The group of Hida and the algebra of Iwasawa - Hida.

Now let us fix a motive M with coefficients in T = Q( (a(n)n)) of rang d and of
weight w, and let EndTM denote the endomorphism algebra of M (i.e. the algebra of
T-linear eodomorphisms of auy MeT, which commute with the Galois action under the
comparison isomorphisms). Let

denotes the Galois group of the Inaximal abelian extension F;,~ of F unramified outside
primes of F above p and 00. Define OF,T,p = OF 0 OT 0 Zp.

Definition. The group of Hida GHM = GHM,p is the following product

GHM = End~(OF,T,p) x GalPl
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where End~ denotes the algebraic T-group of invertible elements of EndT (it is im
plicitely supposed that the group End~ posesses an OT-integral structure given by an
appropriate choice of an OT - lattice). Consider next the Cp - analytic Lie group

XM,p = Homcontin(GHM, C;)

consisting of all continuous characters of the Hida group GH M, which contains the Cp
- analytic Lie group

Xp = HOlncontin(Galp , C;)

consisting of all continuous characters of the Galois group Galp (via the projection of
GHM outo Galp.

The group XM,p contains the discrete subgroup A of arithmetical characters of the
type

X' "1 . Ncx'; = (X, 77, m),

where
X E X tor3

M,p

is a character of finite order of GHM, 77 is a T - algebraic character of End;'(OF,T,p),
mEZ, and N x p denotes the following natural norm homomorphism

N xp : Galp -t Gal(Q:~ocJQ):: Z; -t C;, N xp E Xp.

Definition. The algebra of Iwasawa - Hida IM = IM,p of M at pis the completed
group ring Op[[GHM]], where Op denotes the ring of integers of the Tate field Cp.

Note that this definition is completely analogous to the usua! definition of the
Iwasawa algebra A as the completed group ring Zp[[Zp]] if we take into account that Zp
coincides with the factor group of Z; modulo its torsion subgroup.

Now for each arithmetic point P = (X, '7, m) E A we have a homomorphism

vp: GHM -t Op

which is defined by the corresponding group homomorphism

P: GHM -t 0; C C;.
For alM-module N and P E A we put

Np = N 0IM,lJp Op

("reduction of N modulo P", or a fiber of N at P).
Therefore, for each Galois representation

rN : GF -+ GL(N)

its reduction rNp = r mod P is defilled as the natural composition:

CF -+ GL(N) -+ GL(Np ).
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§3. A conjecture on the existence of p .. adic families of Galois representations
attached to motives.

Note first that the fixed embeddings T ~ C,

i oo : Q --+ C, i p : Q --+ C p

define a place ..\(p) of T attached to the corresponding composition

Conjecture I. For evezy M over F of rang d witb coefficients in T tbere esists a
free IM-module MI of tbe same rang d, a Galois representation

an infinite subset A' c A of "positive" characters, and a distinguisbed point Po E A
such tbat

(a) the reduced Galois representation

is equivalent over C p to the ..\(p) - adic representation r M,-\(p) of M at the distinguished
place ..\(p);

(h) for evezy P E A' tbere exists a Illotive M p over F of the same rang d such that
its Galois representation is equivalent over Cp to tIle reduction

We call the module Mp the realization of Iwasawa of M.

§4. A generalization of the Hasse invariant of a motive.

We define the Hasse invariant of a motive in terms of the Newton polygons and
tbe Hodge polygons of a motive. Properties of these polygons are closely related to the
notions of a p - ordillary and a p - admissible motive.

Now we are going to defille the Newton polygon PNewton,17(u) = PNewton,17(u,M)
and the Hodge polygon PHodge,17(U) = PHodge,17(u,M) attached to M, (7. First for
p = p(a) we consider (using ioo ) the local P - polynomial

Lp(M,X)-l = 1 +A 1(p)X + +Ad(p)Xd

= (1 - a(l) (p )X) . (1 - 0'(2) (p )X) (1 - a(d)(p)X),

and we assurne that its inverse roots are indexed in such a way that

ordpO'( 1)(p)::; ordpO'(2) (p) ::; ... ::; ordpa<d) (p)

D eftnitio ll. The Newton polygon PNe wt on ,0' ( U )(0 ::; u ::; d) of M at p = p(a) is the
convex hull of the points (i,ordpAi(p)) (i = 0,1,··· ,d).

The important property of the Newton polygon is that the length the horizontal
segment of slope i E Q is equal to the number of the inverse roots O'(j) (p) such that
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ordpa(j) (p) = i (note that i may not necessarily be integer but this will be tbe case for
the p - ordinary motives below).

The Hodge polygon PHodge,(7(U) (0 ::; u ::; d) of M at (7 is defined using the Hodge
decomposition of the d - dimensional C - vector space

M - M !\>"T C - ffi. ·Mi,j
(7 - (7 '<Y - Wt,J tT

where M~,j as a C - subspace. Note that the dimension h(7(i, j) = dime M~,j may
depend on (7.

Definition. The Hodge polygon PRodge,tT(U) is a function [0, d] ---+ R whose graph
consists of segments passing through the points

(0,0), ... , (LhtT(i',j), LhtTi'htT(i',j)),
i'5i i/5 i

so that the length of the horizontal segment of the slope i E Z is equal to the dimension
hu(i,j).

Now we recall the definition of a p - ordinary motive in the simplest case F = T = Q
(see [Co), ~o - PeRi]). We assurne that M is pure of weight w and rank d. Let
Gp = Gal(Qp/Qp) be the decomposition group (of a place in T over p) and

"pp : Gp ---+ Z;
be the cyclotomic character of Gp' Then M is called p ordinary at p if the following
conditions are satisfied:

(i) The inertia group Ip C Cp acts triviallyon each of the 1 - adic realizations M,
for 1f. p;

(ii) There exists a decreasing filtration F;V on V = M p = MB ® Qp of Qp 
subspaces which are stable under the action of Gp such that for all i E Z the group C p

acts on F;V/F;+lV via some power of the cyclotomic character, say 1/J;e i • Then

dirnQp F;V/F;+lV = h(ei'w - ei);

(b) The Hodge polygon and the Newton polygon of M coincide:

and the following properties take place:
(a)

PNewton(u) = PHodge(U).

H furthermore M is critical at s = 0 then it is easy to verify that the number dp of the
inverse roots Q<j) (p) with

ordpQ(j)(p) < 0 is equal to d+ = cf+(M) of Md.
In the general case (of a motive M over F with coefficients in T) the notion of a p 

ordinary motive cau be defined using the restrietion of the ground field F to Q and the
restrietion of the coefficient field T to Q (the last operation corresponds to fogetting of
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the T - module structure on the realizations of M). In this way we get a motive M' over
with coefficients in Q of the same weight w and the rank rk(M') = (F : Q]{T: Q] . d.

However, it turns out that the notion of a p - ordinary motive is too restrictive,
and we introduce the following weaker version ol it.
Definition. The motive M over F with coefficients in T is called admissible at p if for
an a E JF we have that

PNewton,er(~)= PHodge,er(~)

here dt = dt (M) is the dimension of M er, a E JF.

In the general case we use the following vector quantity h = (her)er which is defined
in terms of the difference between the Newton polygon and the Hodge polygon of M:

her = PNewton,er(d;) - PH odge,er(d;t).

We call the vector h = h(M) = (her)er the Hasse invariant of M at p. Note the following
important properties of the quantity h:

(i) h = h(M) does not change il we replace M by its Tate twist.
(ii) h = h(M) does not change if we replace M by its twist M = M(X) with a

Hecke character X of finite order whose conductor is prime to p.
(iii) h = h(M) does not change if we replace M by its dual MV
In the next section we state in terms ol this quanti ty a general conjecture on p 

adic L - functions.

§5. A conjecture on the existence of certain families of p - adic L - functions.

We are going to describe families of p - adic L - functions as certain analytic
functions on the total analytic space, the C p - analytic Lie group

XM,p = Homcontin(GHM , C;),

which contain the C p - analytic Lie subgroup (the cyclotomic Hne) X p C XM,p:

Xp = Homcontin(Galp , C;).

In order to do this we need a l110dified L - function of a motive over F. Following
J .Coates this modified L - function has a fonn appropriate for further use in the p - adic
construction. First we multiply L(M, s) by an appropriate factor at infinity and define

A(oo)(M, s) = Eoo(M, s)L(M, s)

as A(oo)(T, RF/QM, p,s) in the notation of J.Coates [Co] with p = i so that Eoo(M,s) =
Eoo(T, RF/QM, p, s) is the modified r - factor at infinity which actually does not depend
on the fixed embedding T of T ioto C. Also we put

where

v = (-l)m,r(RM) = "Ljh(i,j,RF/QM) = "Ljh(i,j,M), n = [F: Q],
j<O j<O
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eV(RM) = eV(RF/QM) is the period of RF/QM. Note that the quantity reM) has a
natural geometrie interpretation as the minimum of the Hodge polygon PHodge(M).

Then the period eonjeeture of Deligne can be stated in the following convenient
form: ifs = 0 is critical for M then for any m such that M(m) is critical at s = 0 we
have that

Aoo(M(m),O) T
nV(M) E.

In order to deduee this statement from the original eonjecture on critical values we
can use the same arguments as in the J .Coates's work [Co], where it was shown that

and it follows that

Eoo(M(m), 0) "-J (21Ti)r(RM)-md~(RM)= (21Ti)n(r(M)-md~(M» mod QX,

where c = + if j < 0 and c = - if 2:: 0 for j = w/2. If we eomhine this fact with the
equivalence

c+(M(m» "-J (21Ti)d"nm cv(M) mod T><

we deduce from the above form of the conjecture that

A(00)(M(m), 0) "-J (21Ti)n(r(M)-md~(M)+md"(M)) eV (M)

Note that in our situation we have that d~(M) = dV(M) because both M and M(m)
are critical at s = 0: we have that v = + only for j - m < 0 beeause M(m) is eritieal
hut according to Lemma 3 in [Co] the condition j < 0 is equivalent in this situation to
j - m < O.

Modifted conjecture on the critical values. Assume that M is critical at
s = O. Then there exist constants C~(f (a, M) E (T ® C)>«C(l" = ±) defined modulo T X

such that if we put for a given sign co = (CO,(l") E SgnF

with r(M) = ~ j <0 j h(i, j, M) then for any integer m and Hecke character X such that
M(x)(m) is critical at s = 0 and cq(X)v = CO,(l" we have that

A(oo)(M(x)(m), 0)((G(X)-1(10 DV2»)d~O(M)n(eo,M»-1E T(X)

where v = sgn(( _l)m) = ± .
We recall that by definition

where U runs over direct summands of the Hodge deeomposition, p = i and Eoo(U, p, s)
is given by:

(a) H U = Mi,k ffi M k ,] with j < k, then Eoo(U,p,s) = rc,p(s _ j)h(j,k);
(b) H U = Mk,k with k 2:: 0, then Eoo(U,p,s) = 1;
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(c) If U = Mk, k with k < 0, then Eoo(U,p,s) = Roo(U,p,s). Here p-6 
exp(-p7rs/2), rc,p(S) = p-6rc(s), rc(s) = 2(27r)-6r(s), rR(S) = 7r-6/ 2 r(s/2),

Roo(U, p, s) = Loo(T, U, s)/(Coo(T, u, p, s)Loo (T, UV (1), -s))

with L . and € - factors described in [De3] on p.329, so that we have in case (c)

where 6 = 0,1 is chosen according with the sign of the scalar action of pa on U = M;,k
BO that Pa acts aB (-1 )1:+6.

We define

A(p,oo)(M(m)(x),s) =
(G(X)-l nY2)d,o

(M(m)(x» TI Ap(M(m)(x),s) . A(oo)(M(m)(x),s) '
plp

where

Ap(M(X), s) =

n~=d++l (1 - X(p )a(i)(p )N'p-6) n~:l (1 - X-I (l' )a(i)(p)-lNpll-l)

for p .r c(x)

d+ ( .N. ) ordp c(X)
ni=l ~ ,otherwise.

Let A be the discrete subgl'oup A of arithmetical characters,

x'1]' Ncx;J = (X,TJ,m) E A,

A' c A the subset of "positive" Po E A characters, a distinguished point of conjecture
I. Let A" c A' be the subset of critical elements, which consists of those P, for which
the corresponding motives Mp are critical (at s = 0). Now we are ready to formulate
the following

Conjecture 11. For a canonical choice of periods fl(P) E C X for P E A" there
exists a C p - meromorphic function

with the properties:
(i)

L (P) = Ap,(oo)(M(m)(x),O)
M n(p)

for almost all P E A";
(H) For arithmetic points of type

P = (X,1J,m) E A"
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with 7] fixed there exists a finite set 3 C XM,p of P - adic characters and positive integers
n(() (for ( E 3) such that for any go E Galp we have that the function

TI (x(go) - ((go))"(e) .cM(X . P)
ee=:

is holomorphic on Xp ;

(iii) For arithmetic points of type

P = (X, 7], m) E A"

with 7] fixed the function in (ii) is bounded if and only if the Hasse invariant h(P) =
h(Mp) vanishesj

(iv) In the general case the function .cM (P . x) of x E Xp is of logarithmic growth
type o(logN(·)ho with

ho = [max h17 ] +1.
u

Don Blasius has suggested us the following modification of the Conjecture 11, based
on the theorem of Katz on p-adic L-functions of CM-type, aod on the theory of p-adic
periods [B13]:

Conjecture 11'. There exists a certain choice of complex periods S1 oo (P) E C X

and p-adic periods rlp(P) E C; for all P E A" such that "the ratio" rlCX)(P)/rlp(P) is
canonicaly defined, and there exists a C p - meromorphic function

with the properties:
(i)

LM(P) Ap,(oo)(M(m)(x),O)
-

rlp(P) S1(P)

for almost all P E AU;
(ii) For arithmetic points of type

P = (x,7],m) E A"

with 7] fixed there exists a finite set 3 C XM,p of P - adic characters and positive integers
n(~) (for ~ E 3) such that for any go E Galp we have that the function

TI (x(go) - ((go))"(e) .cM(X . P)
ee=:

is holomorphic on Xp ;

(iii) For arithmetic points of type

P = (x,7],m) E AU

with 7] flxed the function in (ii) is bounded if and only if the Hasse invariant h(P) =
h(Mp) vanishes;
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(iv) In the general case the funetion L,M(P . x) of x E Xp is of logarithmie growth
type o(logN(·)h o with

ho = [max hal + 1.
a

§6. Hilbert modular forms and motives associated with them.
We use the notation of Shimura [Shi6], [ShilO] and we regard the group GL2(F) as the
group GQ of all Q - rational points of a certain Q - subgroup G C GL2n . Then Hilbert
modular forms will be reg-arded as complex fuctions on the adelie group GA = G(A)
which is apparently identified with the produet

where

Gco = GL2 (Fco ) '" GL2 (R)n, GQ = GL2 (F),

A, FA denote the rings of finite adels of Q and F respeetively.
The subgroup

eonsists of all elements

a = (al,'" ,a,,),a = (:~)

such that detav > 0, v = 1,2,' .. ,n. Every element a E G;t, acts on the product jjn of
neopies of the upper half plane aceording to the formula

where

O'v{zv)=(avzv+bv)/(cvzv+dv) (v=l, 2, "', n)

For Z = (Zl' Z2, .•. , zn) E .f) n we put eF(z) = e( {z }), {z} = Zl + + Zn and e(x) =
exp(21Tix) and we use the notations N z = Zl ..••. Zn, and i = (i, , i). For a E G~,

an integer n - tuple k = (k1 ,' .. ,kn ) and an arbitrary funetion f:.f)" ~ C we use the
notation

Let cp C OF be an integral ideal, c = cOp its P - part, Dp = DOp the Ioeal different. We
shall need the open compaet subgroups W = W c C GA defined by

11



By a Hilbert automorphie form of the weight k = (k1 ,' ", kn ), the level c, and the Hecke
eharaeter,p we mean a funetion

f: GA -+ C satisfying the following eonditions (6.1) - (6.3):

f(sax) = ,p(s)f(x) for all x E GA,

s E F;' (the center of GA), and a E GQ (6.1)

We let ,po:(0 / c) )( -+ C)( denote the c - part of the eharaeter ,p and the extend the
definition of,p over the group Wc by the fOrDlula

then for all x E GA

f(xw) = ,p(wt)f(x) for w E Wc with W oo = 1,

where

(
a b)t = (d -b).
c d -c a

If
w = w(O) where w(B) = (Wl(Ol), "', wn(On)),

(0 ) _ (eos Oll - sin 811 )
W II 11 - • 0

Sin 11 eos 811 '

then

f(xw(O)) = f(x)exp( -i(k101 + ... + knOn)).

An automorphie form f is ealled a eusp form if

f f ( ~ ~ ) 9 dt = 0 for all 9 E GA.
lFA/F

(6.2)

(6.3)

The veetor spaee M k( c, 'ljJ) of Hilbert automorphie forms of holomorphie type is defined
as the set funetions satisfying (6.1) - (6.3) and the following holomorphy eondition (6.4):
for any x E GA with x 00 = 1 there exists a holomorphic function 9%:f) n -+ C such that

for all y = (: ~) E Gt, we have that

f(xw) = (9% Ik w)(i) (6.4)

(in the ease F = Q we must also require that the funetion 9% is holomorphie at the
eusps). Let Sk( C, ,p) C M,t;( c, ,p) be the subspace of cusp forms.

Hecke operators which act on Sk(C, ,p) and M,t;(c, 1/J) are introdueed by means of
the double eosets of the type WyW for y in the semigroup

where

12



Y,(p) = {(:~) E GL2(Fp) I bE lIpl
, cE lIpcp, a, d E Op, aOp + cp = Op}.

The Hecke algebra 'He consists of all formal finite sums of the type L y Cy WyW, with the
multiplication in 'He defined by a standard rule. By definition Te(m) is the element of 'He
obtained by taking the SUffi of all different W wW with w E Ye such that div(det(y)) = m.
Let

Te(m)' = N(m)(ko-2)/2Te(m)

be the normalized Hecke operator, where ko denotes the maximal component of the
weight k. Suppose that fE Sk(C, 1/J) is an eigenforrn of all Te(m)' with the eigenvalues
C(m, f). Then there is the following Euler product expansion:

L(8, f) = L C(n, f)Nn-" = ll(l - G(p, f)Np-" + tP(p)Npko-1-2,,)-1

n p

All of the numbers C( n, f) are known to be algebraic integers.
Let fESk( C, ,p) be a primitive Hilbert cusp eigenform. In this case the numbers

C(n, f) can be regarded as the normalized Fourier coefficients of f. The important
analytic property of the corresponding L - function L(f, s) (see [Shi6], p.655) is that
it admits a holomorphic analytic continuation onto the entire complex plane, and if we
set

n

A(f, s) = II rC(8 - (ko - kd/2)L(f, 8)
i=l

then A(f, 8) satisfies a functional equation, which expresses A(f, 8) in terms of the fune
tion A( fP, ko - 8). According to the general conjecture on the analytic properties of the
L - functions of motives we may suggest that f should correspond to a motive M = M(f)
over F of rank 2, aod weight ko with coefficients in a field T containing all C( n, f) such
that

L(M,8) = L(8, f), A(M,8) = A(s, f)

and for fixed emheddings T E JT and a = ai E JF the Hodge decomposition of Mt:1i is
given by

(6.5)

(r)(.I: 0 -. i)/2,(. 0+.1: i)/2- 1 (r)(.6: 0+.6: i)/2-1,(.6: 0 -.6: i)/2
M Uj E9 M Uj

where ki is the component of the weight k, attached to the fixed embedding Ui (as was
mentioned above this decomposition may depend on T and ad. It is ohvious from (6.5)
that if such motive exists then the weight k roust saisfy the condition k1 =k2 =... =
kn mod 2.

There are several eonfirmation of the conjecture. First of all it is known in the
elliptic modular case F = Q due to U.Jannsen and A.J.Scholl [Ja], [Scho]; the existence
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of the Galois representations of Gal(F/ F) corresponding to .-\ - adic realizations of these
motives was discovered earlier by Deligne [De!]. If we restrict such representation to
the subgroup we obtain the L - function of certain Hilbert modular form of the same
(scalar) weight which is the Doi - Naganuma lift (or "base change") of the original
elliptic cusp form. In the general case the existence of Galois representations attached
to Hilbert modular forms was established by Rogawski - Tunnell [Ro-Tu] and Ohta lOh]
(n ocid) (under a local hypothesis) and by R.TayIor [Ta] in the general case. Also a
number of results on special values of the fuction L(.s, f) is known, which math the
above conjectures on the critical values and on the p - adic L - functions [Shil], [Man],
[KaI]. As in the elliptic modular case there is a conjectural link between motives of
the type M(f) and the cohomology of certain I(uga - Shimura variety (fiber product of
several copies of the universal Hilbert - Blumenthal abelian variety with a fixed level
structure and and endomorphisms): namely, for the decomposition RF/QM =i IMfri
the tensor product (9r=1 MO'j is a motive over Q of rank 2n which conjecturally lies in
the above cohomology, see the interesting discussion of this link in [Ha2], [Odal. In case
k 1 = ... = k n = 2 the motives have the Hodge type HO, 1 EB H 1 ,0. In some cases (e.g.
when n is odd) the motives Mai can be realized as factors of Jacobians of Shimura
curves corresponding to quaternion algebras, which split at one fixed infinite place (Ti

and ramified at all other infinite places Uj(j f i) ([Shi7]; see also forthcoming work of
M. Harris [Ha3], and [BI-Ra]).

§7. Example: Hecke characters of CM-type.

7.1. Let K J F be a totally imaginary quadratic extension, and TJ : A 7< /K)( ~ C)(
be an algebraic Hecke's Grössencharakter such that

for Q' E K,a =1(modc(TJ)), where ~ = braui :!( ~ C, is afixed CM-type of K, Wi are
positive integers, Wo = maxi Wi. Then there exists a Hilbert modular form f of weight
k = (W1 +1,'" ,Wn+1) such that L(.s, f) = L(.s, TJ), and M(f) coincides with the motive
M(TJ) = RK/F[TJ] obtained by restrietion of scalars from the motive [1]] (the last motive
exists as an object of the category of motives of CM-type, see [BII]).

The Hodge structure of M(TJ)a has the form

((Wo - Wo' )/2, (wo + Wo' )/2) + ((wo + Wo' )/2, (wo - Wo' )/2),

Let
_ _ { S+fS+f', if P splits in K,

P - Pa - m ·f·· t· K+' , 1 P IS Iner In .

Then the Iocal factor of L(M (7] ), .s) is given by

L (M(TJ) X)-1 _ { (1 - 1]('ll)X))(1 - 1]('ll')X),
p , - (1 - 1](S+f? ,

14
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Therefore the generalized Hasse invariant h = (ha)a of M( '1) is given by

h _ { 0, if P splits in K,
a - wo/2, if p is inert in K.

In the additive notation the type of'1 can be written in the following form:

L: ~a (0' - 0') + ~o L:(t1 +ä) = L: d(1(t1 - (1) +mo L: t1,
a a a a

where mo = wo,da = (w a - wo)/2. Using a shift one sees that the point s = m 1S

critical for L(s,1]) iff s = 0 is critical for the character A(a) = 1](a)Na-m .

Then one sees that the character 1] of the type L:a da(t1 - (1) + mo L:a t1 is eritieal
at 0 iff

mo, da 2: 0 or mo::; 1, da 2: 1 - mo ( for all (1) (*)
In order to state the thorem of I(atz on p-adic L-funetions of CM-fields (in a

simplified form) we let Q: C OK denote an integer ideal of the maximal order of K,
Goo(Q:) the ray dass group of K of conduetor (!poo.

For each CM-type E one ean canonicaly choose a constants

noo = (noo(t1 ))aEE E (c)()n,

!1p = (!1p (t1))aEE E (c;)n

(complex and p-adic periods).
The theorem of I(atz states that under the assumption h = 0 there exists R bounded

p-adic measure Jl. on Goo{l!) such that for all critical characters Aof eonductor dividing
(!pOO the value of the p - adic integal

essentially coinsides with the normalized special value

where Xdenotes the p - adic avatar of A.
This theorem provides an example of a p -adie family of Conjectures I and 11,

because EndT(M) is essentially J(, and by dass field theory GHM is related to Goo(C!).
7.2. Families of Hida of Hilbert modular forms. In this ease we start from

a motive M(f) attaehed to a (general) Hilbert modular form and obtain the group
GHr = O;,T,p x Galp whose eharaeters parametrize "the weights" of Hilbert modular
forms in the eorresponding family.
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§8. p-adic L-functions of Hilbert modular forms and their convolutions.

8.1. Periods of Hilbert modular forms.
Let fES.I:( c, ,p) be a primitive Hilbert cusp eigenform which is supposed to be "motivic"
in the sense of Section 6, and let

L(s, feX)) =L x(n)C(n, f)Nn- 1J = (1 - x(p)C(p, f)Afp-1J +x2(p)1jJ(p)Np.l:o-l-ZIJ)-1.

n

Then the critical strip of L(s, fex)) is given by m. ~ m ::; m·,

m. = max{(ko - ki)/2} + 1, m· = min{(ko + kd/2} - 1.

Using the Rankin· Selberg method G.Shimura proved that there exist constants

c±(O", f) E (T 0 C)X

defined modulo T)( such that if we put

c~(x, f) = D;!/2C(X) II c~'~6"(x)(O",f)
uEJp

then for all mEZ, m. ~ m ~ m· we have that

i nm A(m, feX)) T()
cv(x, f) Ex,

where v = (-l)m.
This statement coincides with that of the modified period conjecture if we take for

c±(O", M(f)) the quantities c±(O", f).
In order to formulate the results on p - adic L - functions, put

1 - C(p, f)X + tjJ(p)Npko-l X 2 = (1 - a(p)X)(l - a'(p)X) E Cp[X]

where a(p), a'(p) are the inverse roots of the Hecke polynomial assuming that

ordpa(p) ~ ordpa'(p).

Note that in the p - ordinary case we should have

for the prime p = Pi = p(O"ä) attached to the embedding O"i (see Section 5).
8.2. Theorem. Put h = [max(ordp(a(p(O"ä)) - (ko - kd/2)] + 1. Then for each sign

co = {co,u} E SgnF there exists a C p - analytic function L~;»Oll Xp of the type o(logh)
with the properties:

(i) for al1 mEZ, m. ~ m ~ m*, and for all Hecke characters oE finite order
X E X;ors witb vcu(x) = cO,u (0" E JF) the following equality holds

L~;»(xNx;') = D~~~n gAp(f(X), m). A~~~::,~),
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wbere

(1 - x(p)a'(p)Np-m)(1 - x-1(p)a(p)-1 Npm-l),
if p I c(x)

(
N' Jn) ordp c(X)
~ ,

if P )' c(X)

and tbe constant S1(eo, f) is given by

n(eo, f) = (27l"i)-nm•. nY2 .II c~O,tI (0", f),

(n) H h $ m· - m. +1 then tlle function L~;» on Xp is uniquely determined by (i).
(iii) H

max(ordp(a(p(ud) - (ko - kd/2) = 0

tben the function L~;» is bounded on Xp •

In the p - ordinary case this theorem was established by Yu.I.Manin (in a less
explicit form) using the theory of generalized modular symbols on Hilbert - Blumenthal
modular varieties. The non - p - ordinary case was treated only for F = Q by Visik [VI].
For an axbitraxy totally real field F one can use the Rankin method and the technique
of the Shimura's work [Shi6].

8.3. The Rankin convolution and the tensor product of motives. Let us
consider the Rankin convolution

L(s, f, g) = L C(n, f) C(n, g)N(n)-"
n

(8.1)

attached to two Hilbert modular forms f, g over a totally real field F of degree n =
[F : Q], where C(n, f), C(n, g) are normalized "Fourier coefficients" of f and g, indexed
by integral ideals n of the maximal order OF C F (see §6). We suppose that f ia a
primitive cusp form of vector weight k = (k1,· . " kn ), and g a primitive cusp form of
weight I = (lb" . , In) We assume that for a decomposition of JF into a disjoint union
J F = J u J' the following condition is satisfied

Also, assume that

and

kj > Ij ( for O"j E J), and Ij > kj (for O"j E J'). (8.2)

(8.3)

(8.4)

Let c(f) C Op denote the conductor and ,p the character of f and c(g), w denote the
conductor and the character of g ("p, w : A;/F X --+ C X being Hecke characters of finite
order).
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The essential property of the convolution

L(s, f,g(X)) = L X(n)C(n, f)C(n,g)N(n)-"
n

(twisted with a Hecke characer X of firlite order) is the following Euler product decom
position

L c(2s +2 - ko - 10 , ,pwX2 )L(8, f, g(X)) =
rr ((1 - X( q)a( q)ß( q)N( q)-")(l - X( q)a( q)ß'( q)N( q)-")x

q

x (1 - X( q)a'( q)ß( q)N( q)-")(l - X( q)a'( q)ß'( q)N( q)-")) -1,

(8.5)

where the numbers a( q), a'( q), ß( q), and ß'( q) are roots of the Hecke polynomials

x 2
- C( q, f)X + 'ljJ( q)N( q)ko-l = (X - a( q))(X - a'( q)),

and
X 2

- C( q, g)X +w( q)N( q)'o-l = (X - ß( q))(X - ß'( q)).

The decomposition (8.5) is not difficult to deduce from the following elementary lemma
on rational functions, applied to each of the Euler q-factors: if

00

""' A.X i _ 1
~ I - (l-aX)(l-a'X)'

00. 1t; BiX' = (1 - ßX)(l - ß'X) ,

then
00 i 1 - aa'ßß'X2

t; AiBiX = (1 - aßX)(l - aß'X)(l - a'ßX)(l - a' ß'X) . (8.6)

Assurne that there exist motives M(f) and M(g) associated with f and g. Then

L,(2s + 2 - k -I, ,pwX2 )L(8, f, g(X)) = L(M(x), 8)

where M = M(f) fSF M(g) is the tensor product of motives over F with coeflicients
in some common number field T. Using the Hogde decompositions for M(f) and M(g)
and the Künneth formula for M = M(f) fSF M(g) we see that under our assumption
the motive M has d = 4, W = ko +10 - 2, and the following Hodge type:

M!Ti fS C rv

ffi (M(ko+lo-k[ -1[)/2,(ko+lo+k[ +1[)/2-2) ffi M(ko+lo+k[ +1[)/2-2,(ko+lo-k[ -1[)/2
'\IJrEJT !Ti Ql !Ti

EB M~~o+lo-Ikr -I[ 1)/2-1 ,(ko+lo+lkr -I[ 1)/2-1 EB M~~o+lo+ Ikr -l[ 1)/2-1 ,(ko+lo-Ik[ -I[ 1)/2-1).
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Moreover,

A(M(X),s) = A(s,C,g(X» =
n

TI (rc(s - (ko + 10 - ki -/d/2)rc (s - (ko + 10 -Iki -liD/2 + l»x
i=l

X L,(2s +2 - ko - 10 , "pwX 2 )L(s, C, g(X»,

and this function satisfies a functional equation of the type s ~ ko + 10 - 2 - s.

8.4. The critical values of the Rankin convolution. Let us now set

m. = ffi?X«ko + 10 -Iki - li!)/2 - 1), +1, m· = ko + 10 - 2 - rn•.
I

The periods c±(u, M) can be easily computed in terms of c±(u,M) (as in the ellip
tic modular casej see a more general calculation in [BI2]). As a result one gets that
c±(u,M) = c(a, M) does not depend on the sign ±, and is given by

c±(u M) = { c+(u, f)c-(u, f)ö(u, g), if u E J
, c+ (u, g)c- (u, g)ö(0', f), if 0' E J'.

Moreover,
c±(M(X» = G(X)-2 TI c±(u, M).

uE]

Let us apply the modified conjecture on special values to the L-function

A(M(X),s) = A(s,f,g(X»,

and set c(f,g) = Du c+(u,M),

c(J,f) = TI c+(u, f)c-(u, f), c(J',g) = TI c+(u,g)c-(u,g),
uEJ crEJI

and
e5( J, f) = TI ö(u, f), ö(J', g) = TI ö(u, g).

uE] (TEJI

Then we see that

c(J, f)c(J', f) = (C,f), 8(J,f)ö(J',f) = G(1f;)-1(21Ti)n(ko-1),

c( J, g)c(J', g) = (g, g), ö( J, f)8( J', g) = G(w)-1 (21Ti)n(lo-1>,

and
c(M(X» = c±(M(X» = G(x)-Zc(J, f)t5(J, g)c(J', g)e5(J', f).

With this notation the modified conjecture on the critical values takes the following
form: for al1 Hecke characters X of finite order and r E Z, rn. ;;::: r ~ m· we have that

A(r, C, g(X» _ A(M(X), r) f
G(X)-2 c(J,f)ö(J,g)c(J',g)ö(J',f) - G(X)-2 c(M) E Q( ,g,X)'
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8.5. Let us consider the special case when J' = 0, i.e. ki > li for all Ui E JF. Then

e(J, f) = e(JF, f) = (f, f), 8(J,g) = 8(Jp,g) = G(w)-1(27ri)n(lo-1),

and the above property transforrns to the following:

A(r, f, g(X))
G(X)-2 (f, f), G(w)-1 (27ri)n(lo-1) E Q(f, g, X),

where Q(f, g, X) denotes the subfield of C generated by the Fourier coefficients of f and
g, and the values of X. This algebraicity property was established by G.Shimura {Shl]
by means of aversion of the Rankin - Selbergmethod.

In the general case the above algebraicity property was also studies by G.Shimura
[Sh2], [Sh3] (for sorne special Hilbert modular fonns, coming from quaternion algebras)
and by M.Harris [Ha3] using the theory of arithmetical vector bundles on Shimura
varieties. The iden of the proof was to replace the original automorphic cusp form
f : G(A) -+ C of holomorphic type by another cusp form fJ : G(A) -+ C such that

fJ(gl,···,gn) = f(91il"",9nin),

where 9i E GL2 (R),
. {(~~),

Ji = (1 0)
o -1 '

if i E J

if i E J'.

Then fJ can be described by functions ff on i)n, which are holomorphic in Zi (i E J)
and antiholomorphic in Zi (i E J'). Then the differential forms

ff "iEJ dZi

define a certain class e/(rJ ) of the degree IJI in the coherent cohomology of the Hilbert 
Blumenthal modular variety, 01' rather its toroidal compactification ([HaI], [Ha2]). This
space of coherent cohomology has a natural rational structure over a certain number
field pJ, defined in tenns of canonical models. From the theory of new forms it follows
that there exist a constant v( J, f) E C X such that the differential form attached to
v( J, f)-l fJ is rational over the extension of pJ obtained by adjoining the Hecke eigen
values of f. Then the critical values of the type A(r, f,g) can be expressed in terms of
a cup product of the form

where E is a (nearly) holomorphic Eisenstein series. Then the above algebraicity prop
erty can be deduced from the fact that the cup product preserves the rational structure
in the coherent cohomology. However, the technical details of the proof are quite diffi
cult.

8.6. p-adic convolutions of Hilbert cusp forms. Now we give a precise
description of the p-adic convolution of fand g assuming that both f and g are p

ordinary, i.e. for Pi = p(ud one has

ordpa(pd = (ko - kd/2, ordpa'(Pi) = (ko + ki)/2 - 1,

ordpß(pd = (10 - ld/2, ordpß'(pi) = (10 + li)/2 - 1,
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or equivalently, ordpC(pi, f) = (ko - ki)/2, and ordpC(pi' g) = (la - li)/2. We assume
also that the conductors of f and g are coprime to p and we set

Ap(s, f, g(X» =

rr (1 - x(pda'(pdß(pdNPi")(l - X(pda'(Pi)ß'(pdNPi")x
uiE.T\S(x)

X (1- x(pd-1a(pd-1 ß(pd-1Npi- I )(l - x(pd-1a(Pi)-1 ß'(Pi)-1 NP:-l)x

x rr (1 - x(pda (pdP'(pdNPi")(l - x(Pi)a'(pdß'(Pi)NPi")x
aiEJ'\S(x)

X (1 - x(pd-l a(pd-lß(pd-lNpi-1 )(1 - x(pd-l o:'(pd-lß(Pi)-1Npi-l ).

Then we introduce the following constant:

!1(f,g) = c(J, f)8(J,g)c(J',g)8(J', f) =

rr c+(O', f)c-(u, f)8(u, g) rr c+(u, g)c-(u, g)8(u, f)
aEJ aEJ'

8.7. Description of the p-adic convolution. Under tbe conventions and no
tation as above tbere exists a bounded Cp-valued measure p. = flf,S on Galp , wbieb is
uniquely determined by tlle following condition: for a11 Hecke ebaracters X E x;ors and
a11 r E Z satisfying m. ::; r ::; m· tbe following equality holds:

[ x-INx;df-lf,g =JGalp

. (D1J( _l)r A(r, f, g(X» rr
t p G()2 O(f) Ap(r, f, g(X» x

X ,g plp

(
N r-I ) ord'i c(x) ( .N r-l ) ord pi c(x)

X }]J a(pi)2 ß~~i)ßI(Pi) )}" ß(Pi)2a~~i)al(Pi) ),

and the measure flf,g defines a bounded Cp-analytic function

Le,s : Xp~ C p , Xp 3 x t-+ { X dp.e,g
JGalp

(the p-adic Me11in transfonn oE f-lf,g), whicb is uniquely determined by its values on the
characters x = X-IN x; E Xp.

(Note that the above expression could be written in a slightly simplier form if we
take into account the equalities:

8.8. Concluding remarks. The existence of the p-adic measure in 8.7 is known in
the special case, and J = 0 (see (Pa2]) , where fand g are assumed to be automorphic
forms of scalar weights k aod I, k > I. One verifies easily that the description 8.7
perfectly matches with the modified period conjecture and with the general conjecture
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00 the p - adic L - functions of Section 6. Also, this construction was recently extended
by My Vioh Quang (Moscow Uuiversity) to Hilbert automorphic forms r and g of
arbitrary vector weights k = (kll · .. ,kn), and I = (111" . ,In) such that ki > Ii for all
i = 1,"', n, and to the non-p-ordinary case. In this situation the Jradic convolution
of L f,K is also uniquely determined by the above condition provided that it has the
prescribed logarithmic growth on Xp (see [V1]).

In the general case the proof of the algebraic properties of the Rarl1dn convolution
in [Ha3] ean be used also in order to earry out a Jradie construetion. First of all, one
obtains an expression for complex-valued distributions attaehed to A(r, f, g(X)) in terms
of the cup produet of certain coherent cohomology classes, and one verifies that these
distributions take algebraic values. Then, integrality properties of the arithmetic vector
bundles cao be used for proving some generalized Kummer congruences for the values
of these distributions, which is equivalent to the existence of p-adic L-functions in 8.7.
However, some essential technical difficulties remain in the general eRBe, and 8.7 can
not be regarded yet as a theorem proven in full generality.
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